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Abstract

Filtered multitone (FMT) modulation is a multicarrier modulation scheme which is imple-
mented using a modulated filter bank structure and is a candidate for very high-speed digital
subscriber line (VDSL) technology. In this paper we propose an efficient design method for the
prototype filter in the FMT filter bank. Our method allows efficient evaluation of the inherent
trade-off between the subchannel spectral containment provided by the prototype filter and the
intersymbol interference (ISI) that the filter generates. An appropriate operating point on this
trade-off curve is then identified by computing the achievable bit rate for FMT systems with
prototype filters which lie on the curve. Our numerical results indicate that careful exploration
of the filter design trade-off results in a significant gain in the achievable bit rate. Furthermore,
the insight gained from this design can be transferred to the choice of the optimal number of
subchannels. Finally, since the presence of ISI in FMT subchannels renders the conventional
water-filling power loading algorithm suboptimal, we propose an efficient power loading algo-
rithm for FMT that enables higher achievable bit rates.

∗This work was supported in part by the Natural Sciences and Engineering Research Council of Canada. The
work of the second author is also supported in part by the Canada Research Chairs program.

†A preliminary version of Sections 3 and 4 of this report appeared in the Proceedings of the IEEE International
Conference on Communications, Paris, June 2004, and a condensed version has been submitted to the IEEE Trans-
actions on Communications.
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1 Introduction

Very high speed digital subscriber line (VDSL) is the moniker for the next generation of digital
subscriber line (DSL) technology. An objective of VDSL system design is to be capable of delivering
a variety of broadband services for typical line lengths of up to 2000 meters [1]. However, the DSL
environment is a rather hostile one, especially at the higher end of the spectral band proposed for
VDSL. In addition to thermal noise, DSL communication systems have to mitigate other inter-
ferences, including far-end crosstalk (FEXT), near-end crosstalk (NEXT), echo, narrowband radio
interference, and impulsive noise [2]. Of course, the frequency selectivity of the DSL channel also
results in severe inter-symbol-interference (ISI). To combat ISI, multicarrier modulation schemes
are often employed in DSL systems. In particular, a discrete multitone (DMT) modulation scheme
that employs the “Zipper” frequency division duplexing [3] is one of the candidates for VDSL.
Filtered multitone (FMT) modulation [4,5] is an alternative candidate for VDSL that offers some
advantages over DMT [4]. In particular, FMT modulation provides a high level of subchannel
spectral containment and thereby reduces the impact of echo, self-NEXT, narrowband interference,
and regulatory spectral masks. Furthermore, FMT modulation does not require synchronization
of the upstream and downstream transmissions on a given link [4]. Indeed, it has been shown [4]
that FMT-based VDSL systems offer the potential for larger achievable bit rates than DMT-based
VDSL systems.

FMT modulation is implemented using a modulated filter bank structure. The prototype filter
for this filter bank is a key design parameter, and some preliminary design methods have been
proposed [4–6]1. In this paper, we develop a more comprehensive approach for the design of proto-
type filter and demonstrate the engineering insight that this method generates. The proposed filter
design approach begins with the derivation of design criteria which lead to increased subchannel
signal to interference and noise ratios (SINRs) at the receiver. The design of the filter requires a
compromise between these criteria and therefore there is a trade-off to be explored. In order to
explore the trade-off we formally cast the design problem as an optimization problem. As we will
show, the direct formulation of that optimization problem is non-convex in the design variables
and hence the exploration of the trade-off is hindered by the intricacies of dealing with the poten-
tial for locally optimal solutions. However, we will show that the design problem can be precisely
transformed into a convex optimization problem from which a globally optimal solution can be
found. The convex formulation allows us to efficiently compute the inherent trade-off between the
competing design criteria. Further numerical analysis then allows us to determine points on the
trade-off curve that provide a large achievable bit rate. While the focus of our design examples
will be on VDSL systems, FMT is also attracting attention as a candidate technology for certain
wireless communication applications [8, 9]. The design methods developed herein remain valid for

1The design of FMT systems with different prototype filters at the transmitter and receiver has also been consid-
ered [7].
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those applications.
To demonstrate the versatility of the proposed prototype filter design technique, we also use

it to evaluate the trade-offs between intersubchannel interference (ICI), intersymbol interference
(ISI), and transceiver complexity that arise when choosing the number of subchannels in an FMT
system. These evaluations provide important guidelines for the design of FMT systems.

One of the key differences between DMT and FMT systems is the high level of subchannel
spectral containment provided by FMT. However, this spectral containment is achieved at the cost
of ISI within each subchannel. (The trade-off between these criteria is a key component of our design
approach.) The presence of ISI means that the conventional water-filling power loading algorithms
developed for DMT systems yield suboptimal results unless a relatively high complexity decision
feedback equalizer (DFE) is used in each subchannel of the receiver. For applications in which only
simple DFEs are employed, we propose an efficient power loading algorithm that iteratively accounts
for the residual ISI and hence enables higher achievable bit rates than conventional water-filling.

2 System description

The block diagram of an M -channel FMT system in which the upstream and downstream sub-
channels are interleaved is shown in Fig. 1. The filter bank is constructed from a single real finite
impulse response (FIR) prototype filter with impulse response h[n] and frequency response H(ejω).
The transmission filter for each subchannel is a frequency-shifted version of the prototype filter and
the first step performed by the receiver is matched filtering of each subchannel (the superscript *
denotes complex conjugation). The separation between the centre frequencies of adjacent subchan-
nels is equal to 2π/M , where M is the number of subchannels. For ease of exposition, in Fig. 1 we
have considered an equal number of subchannels for upstream and downstream directions (sym-
metric communication) arranged in a “zipper-like” duplexing pattern [3]. However, the discussion
in this article is applicable to other carrier arrangements as well (e.g., asymmetric communication).

We now provide a brief review of the operation of this system in the downstream direction (the
upstream direction is analogous). Sequences of complex-valued symbols xi[n] are chosen from not
necessarily identical constellations at the symbol rate 1/T . These symbols are then processed using
an efficient FFT-based polyphase implementation [4,11] of the upsampling and filtering operations
illustrated in Fig 1. The transmit signal is then formed by adding all the filtered sequences and
applying digital to analog conversion (D/A) at a sampling rate of 1/Ts = N/T . This signal is then
transmitted over the wire pair channel (with impulse response hc(t)) that forms the subscriber line.
The received signal is sampled every Ts seconds and is passed through (an efficient implementation
of) a bank of subchannel matched filters and then downsampled by a factor of N . Since the
combined frequency response of the subchannel filters and the channel is not necessarily flat over the
bandwidth of the subchannels, intersymbol interference (ISI) is present at the subchannel outputs.
In order to mitigate the effects of this ISI without incurring large computational expense, FMT
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schemes typically incorporate a symbol-rate decision feedback equalizer (DFE) into the detector
in each subchannel [4, 9, 10]. We focus our attention on such systems in this paper. Although
not shown in Fig. 1, thermal noise is modeled as additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) at the
receiver input and colored interference from other sources is also considered at the receiver. The
blocks marked by “H” in Fig. 1 are line hybrids [2], which are used to provide isolation between the
transmitter and the near-end receiver and thereby suppress self-echo. The equivalent discrete-time
channel impulse response for the concatenation of the D/A, the analog channel, and the A/D is
denoted by c[n].

The fundamental idea behind FMT modulation is subchannel separation via filtering. This
enables effective detection of the transmitted symbols using a per-subchannel detector rather than
joint detection. In order to provide sufficient subchannel separation with filters of reasonable
complexity, redundant filter banks are usually employed; i.e., N > M . This results in a digital
analogue of conventional frequency division multiple access techniques with guard bands. In the
following section, we derive design criteria for the prototype filter of the filter bank which measure
the degree of subchannel separation and the ISI induced by subchannel filters.

3 System analysis and filter design

To simplify the analysis of the system of Fig. 1 we assume that the input data sequences of different
subchannels are uncorrelated and that the symbols for each input sequence are uncorrelated with
each other; i.e.,

E {xi[n1]x∗
` [n2]} = Pi δ[i − `]δ[n1 − n2], (1)

where E{·} denotes the statistical expectation operation, δ[·] is the Kronecker delta, and Pi is
the power of the ith input sequence xi[n]. In the following analysis we will study the input-
output equations for downstream communication. A similar analysis applies in the upstream case.
For ease of exposition, the initial analysis in this section will be done in the absence of external
noise/interference (including AWGN of the analog channel, echo, NEXT, and FEXT). Thus, the
output signal for each subchannel will include only components due to the desired symbol, inter-
symbol interference (ISI), and intersubchannel interference (ICI). Later, we will comment on the
effects of external interference.

Let A denote the set of carrier indices used for downstream communication. (In Fig. 1, A =
{1, 3, · · · ,M − 1}.) For the mth subchannel at the receiver, m ∈ A, the signal at the input to the
detector in Fig. 1 depends on the downstream input sequences through the following equation

ym[n] =
∑
i∈A

xi[n] ? fmi[n] , (2)

where i denotes the index of the subchannel at the transmitter, the symbol ? denotes convolution,
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and
fmi[n] = gmi[Nn] , (3)

where
gmi[n] = hi[n] ? c[n] ? h∗

m[−n], (4)

hi[n] = h[n]ejωin is the inverse Fourier transform of H(ej(ω−ωi)), and for notational convenience we
have allowed non-causal (matched) filtering at the receiver. For data symbols that satisfy (1), the
power spectral density (PSD) of ym[n] can be written as

Sym(ejω) =
∑
i∈A

Pi|Fmi(ejω)|2 (5)

= Pm|Fmm(ejω)|2 +
∑
i∈A
i6=m

Pi|Fmi(ejω)|2, (6)

where Fmi(ejω) is the Fourier transform of fmi[n]. In (6), the first term on the right hand side is the
PSD of the matched filtered signal from the mth transmitter, i.e., the component of Sym(ejω) due to
the desired symbol and the ISI. The second term is the PSD of the signals from other downstream
subchannels at the mth subchannel output, i.e., the component of Sym(ejω) due to ICI.

If we let SICI(ejω) denote the PSD of ICI, the power of ICI can be written as

PICI =
1
2π

∫ 2π

0
SICI(ejω) dω =

1
2π

∫ 2π

0

∑
i∈A
i6=m

Pi|Fmi(ejω)|2 dω. (7)

In Appendix A, we show that PICI can be bounded by

PICI ≤ PIU
2
c (U2

p Esb + U2
sbEh + U2

sbEsb), (8)

where PI = maxi∈A{Pi}, Esb is the stopband energy of the prototype filter,

Esb =
1
2π

∫ 2π− π
M

π
M

|H(ejω)|2 dω, (9)

Eh is the energy of the prototype filter, Eh = 1
2π

∫ 2π
0 |H(ejω)|2 dω, and Up and Usb are the maximum

values of |H(ejω)| in the passband (ω ∈ (−π/m, π/M ]), and stopband (ω ∈ [π/M, 2π − π/M ]),
respectively. In (8), Uc is an upper bound for |C(ejω)|, ∀ω.

The value of (8) is that it provides an upper bound on the power of the ICI in terms of standard
characteristics of the prototype filter. A similar analysis can be performed for NEXT and echo,
since both of these effects can be modeled in a similar way but with a different channel model
replacing c[n]. Thus, corresponding upper bounds hold for the power of NEXT and echo, but with
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different models for c[n].
Another performance measure that we consider in filter design is ISI. From (2), we have that

the power of the desired signal component at the input to the detector is Pm|fmm[d]|2, where the
delay d is typically chosen to be d = arg maxn |fmm[n]|. The power of the ISI component is

PISI = Pm

∑
n 6=d

|fmm[n]|2. (10)

In the FMT system of Fig. 1, ISI is introduced both by the filter bank and the channel. To study
the ISI which is introduced by the filter bank alone, we assume that the frequency response of the
channel is ideal over the subchannel bandwidth. In that case, the appropriate delay is d = 0 and
the signal to ISI power ratio is

Signal power
ISI power

=
E2

h∑
n 6=0(

∑
k h[k]h[k − Nn])2

, (11)

where the denominator is obtained by substituting (3) and (4) into (10). Combining equations (8)
and (11) we obtain the following design criteria for the prototype filter of the filter bank in Fig. 1:

1. Small values of the stopband energy, Esb, the maximum stopband level, Usb, and the maximum
passband level, Up, of the prototype filter will guarantee that the power of the ICI, NEXT
and echo at the input to the detector are small.

2. When the energy of the prototype filter (Eh) is normalized, small values of the ISI factor∑
n,n 6=0 (

∑
k h[k]h[k − Nn])2, will guarantee that the power of ISI at the input to the detector

is small.

Therefore, a natural design problem for the prototype filter would be to minimize the stopband
energy of the filter, subject to upper bounds on the stopband level, the passband level, and the ISI
power when the filter energy is normalized. That is,

minimize
1
2π

∫ 2π−π/M

π/M
|H(ejω)|2 dω (12a)

subject to |H(ejω)| ≤ tsb ,
π

M
≤ ω ≤ π , (12b)

|H(ejω)| ≤ tp , ∀ω , (12c)

∑
n,n 6=0

(∑
k

h[k]h[k − Nn]

)2

≤ t2d , (12d)

∑
k

(h[k])2 = Eh , (12e)

where tsb, tp, and t2d are positive real numbers that constrain the stopband level, passband level and
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ISI power, respectively. In (12e), Eh is a positive real number to which the energy of the prototype
filter is normalized.

Unfortunately, the constraint in (12d) is not convex, and hence algorithms for solving (12) are
complicated by the need to deal with the intricacies of potential local minima. However, by using
the autocorrelation function of h[n] as the design variable, the problem in (12) can be precisely
transformed [12] into the following convex optimization problem which can be efficiently solved for
a globally optimal solution. In order to state the convex problem explicitly, we let L denote the
length of the prototype filter and rh[n] denote the autocorrelation function rh[n] =

∑
` h[`]h[−n+`].

We also let Rh(ejω) denote the Fourier transform of rh[n], and define b[0] = 1 − 1/M and b[n] =
−2/(πn) sin(πn/M) , n = 1, 2, · · · , L − 1. The problem in (12) can then be precisely transformed
into the following convex optimization problem

minimize
L−1∑
n=0

rh[n]b[n] (13a)

subject to Rh(ejω) ≤ t2sb ,
π

M
≤ ω ≤ π , (13b)

Rh(ejω) ≤ t2p , ∀ω , (13c)∑
n≥1

r2
h[Nn] ≤ t2d

2
, (13d)

rh[0] = Eh , (13e)

Rh(ejω) ≥ 0 , ∀ω . (13f)

While the problem in (13) is convex, equations (13b), (13c) and (13f) generate an infinite number
of constraints (equations (12b) and (12c) also generate an infinite number of constraints). These
constraints can be approximated by discretization or precisely enforced using linear matrix inequal-
ities [13]. Once formulated in one of those forms, the problem in (13) can be efficiently solved for
the optimal rh[n] using general purpose implementations of interior point methods, such as [14].
We can then extract a corresponding h[n] using standard spectral factorization techniques [15,16].
As we will demonstrate below, the convexity of the transformed optimization problem in (13) allows
effective evaluation of the trade-off between subchannel separation and the ISI induced by the filter
bank in an FMT system.

4 Numerical results

In this section we present numerical results for an FMT system with M = 32 subchannels, an
up/down-sampling factor of N = 36 (for an excess bandwidth of 12.5%), and a prototype filter of
length L = 320. For different values of the ISI factor, td, we found a prototype filter with minimum
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stopband energy by solving the convex optimization problem in (13). The resulting inherent trade-
off is shown in Fig. 2, where the normalized minimum stopband energy is plotted against the
normalized ISI factor td/Eh. (In order to focus on the trade-off between the stopband energy and
the ISI factor, the maximum stopband level, tsb, and the maximum passband level, tp, were chosen
large enough so that these constraints were inactive.) Fig. 2 represents the inherent trade-off in the
sense that no point below this curve is achievable with a length 320 filter, and points on the curve
are achieved by solving (13). From this figure, it can be seen that smaller values of the stopband
energy can be achieved at the price of imposing larger ISI. Smaller values of stopband energy are
desirable because they result in improved subchannel isolation and hence smaller values for the
power of NEXT, ICI, and echo at the receiver. On the other hand, smaller values of the ISI factor,
td, result in less ISI. Now that we have an efficient method for computing this inherent trade-off,
an important engineering design question is: At which point on this trade-off should the system
operate? To provide an answer to this question, we will calculate the achievable bit rate for the
system of Fig. 1. An appropriate operating point on the trade-off curve would be the one that
maximizes the achievable bit rate.

The number of bits per symbol interval that can be loaded on the ith subchannel is given
by [2], [4]

βi = log2

(
1 +

SINRi γcode

Γ γmargin

)
, (14)

where SINRi is the signal to noise plus interference ratio of the ith subchannel at the input to
the symbol detector embedded in the detector block2 in Fig. 1; Γ denotes the SNR gap, which for
QAM modulation at a symbol error probability of 10−7 is about 9.8 dB [2]; γcode is the coding gain;
and γmargin is the additional SNR margin which accounts for inaccuracies in the system model.
For simplicity, we will assume that the coding gain is equal to the required additional margin in
our example, i.e., γcode/γmargin = 1, but other values for this ratio can be easily incorporated.
The achievable bit rate for assigned transmission is obtained by summing the values given by (14)
over the assigned subchannels and then multiplying the result by the symbol rate 1/T . For the
downstream case we have

R =
1
T

∑
i∈A

βi. (15)

We computed the achievable bit rates for the filters on the trade-off curve for a voice-grade
unshielded twisted pair cable (UTP-3) model [4] for the DSL channel. Power spectral densities of
NEXT and FEXT were computed based on the model for a 50-pair binder [2], [4], and the echo
signal was deemed negligible compared to the other disturbances. The results were obtained for
symmetric transmission with a sampling rate of 11 Msample/sec, a transmit signal power of 10 dBm,
and an AWGN power spectral density equal to -140 dBm/Hz. The transmit power was uniformly
distributed among all operating subchannels; i.e., no power was assigned to the subchannels that

2As mentioned earlier, we will focus on symbol rate decision feedback detectors in this paper.
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were not capable of carrying at least one bit per symbol interval3. In each subchannel, symbol-
spaced minimum mean square error (MMSE) decision feedback equalization was applied, with 20
taps in the feedforward section and 15 taps in the feedback section. The equalizer was assumed
to be free of error propagation. (The performance obtained under this assumption resembles that
obtained with the corresponding Tomlinson-Harashima precoding [18, p. 365] at the transmitter;
see, e.g. [4, 19].) Fig. 3 contains a plot of the achievable bit rate against the normalized ISI factor
of the prototype filter for a cable length of 1 km. It is observed that the achievable bit rate varies
substantially as the designed filter traverses the trade-off in Fig. 2. For a given filter length and
DFE structure, reducing the normalized ISI factor td/Eh reduces the impact of ISI on the achievable
bit rate. However, this reduction in ISI comes at the price of an increase in the stopband energy of
the prototype filter, which reflects a reduction in the subchannel spectral containment and hence
an increase in the impact of ICI and NEXT on the achievable bit rate. In contrast, allowing a larger
normalized ISI factor enables the designer to achieve a smaller stopband energy and hence lower
levels of ICI and NEXT, at the price of increased ISI. The position of maximum achievable bit rate
on the trade-off curve is dependent on the DSL environment and the structure chosen for the DFE.
However, that position can be found in a straightforward manner by traversing the trade-off curve
that is efficiently generated by our design method.

To explore this trend in more scenarios, achievable bit rates for cable lengths of 600, 800, 1200,
1400, and 1600 meters were also computed (for different normalized ISI factors). They are plotted
together with that of 1 km cable in Fig. 4. It can be seen that while the general trend is the same,
there is a slight movement of the peak when the cable length changes. For the 600-meter cable, the
peak has moved to smaller values of the ISI factor, td, and for the 1600-meter cable the peak has
shifted marginally towards larger values of the ISI factor. The movement of the peak towards larger
td values for longer cables is because the NEXT power at the receiver is independent of the cable
length, whereas the signal itself suffers from a higher level of attenuation in longer cables. Thus,
the signal to NEXT power ratio at the receiver is smaller for longer cables. Consequently, longer
cables require greater spectral containment; i.e., smaller stopband energy for the prototype filter.
From the inherent trade-off curve in Fig. 2 it is clear that in order to provide smaller stopband
energy, the prototype filter is forced to generate more ISI. Although the optimum level of spectral
containment depends on the cable length, in our example it can be seen that choosing an average
cable length (e.g., 1 km), and picking the optimum filter for that cable length, provides close to
optimum performance for a variety of cable lengths.

3This is a simple power allocation scheme. While it is not optimal, in DMT systems its performance is close to
that of the optimal scheme [17]. In Section 6 we will present a power allocation algorithm that is tailored to FMT.
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5 Number of subchannels

In Section 4 we observed that in the FMT system there is a trade-off between ISI and the combina-
tion of ICI and crosstalk. In particular, we observed that the optimal prototype filter for the system
was the one that achieved the best balance between these competing characteristics. In a similar
way, the trade-off between ISI and ICI also impacts the choice of the number of subchannels. If the
number of subchannels is small, the wide-bandwidth subchannels will expose the system to a high
level of ISI generated by the variation of the frequency response of the channel over each band. On
the other hand, as the number of subchannels grows, the spectral containment required from the
prototype filter in order to keep ICI and crosstalk to a manageable level increases. According to the
trade-off curve obtained in Section 4, the system will therefore suffer from an increasing amount of
ISI generated by the prototype filter. As one might expect, the optimal choice for the number of
subchannels requires a balance between these two sources of ISI, and in the following example we
demonstrate how the tools that were developed in Sections 3 and 4 can be used to determine the
appropriate number of subchannels.

We consider the FMT system in Fig. 1 in which the prototype filter had a length L = 320,
the channel model was that in Section 4 with a cable length of 1600 meters, and the MMSE DFE
in each subchannel had 20 feedforward taps and 15 feedback taps. The redundancy of the filter
bank is also fixed to 12.5%, i.e., N/M = 1.125. By applying the design method of Sections 3 and 4
we found the optimum prototype filters (and their corresponding achievable bit rates) for a few
different values of M , the number of subchannels. In order to comply with efficient structures for
implementing the FMT system we chose M = 8, 16, 32, 64, and 128. Table 1 provides the maximum
achievable bit rates versus the number of subchannels. As expected, the highest bit rate is achieved
by using a moderate number of subchannels. In particular, it can be seen that for a fixed length
for the prototype filter, increasing the number of subchannels does not necessarily improve the
performance of the system. As stated above, this is because the high spectral containment required
for large values of M can only be achieved by a prototype filter which generates a substantial
amount of ISI.

6 Power loading

To compute the achievable bit rates in Section 4, a simple loading algorithm was used: the total
transmit power was uniformly distributed among the subchannels that were capable of reliably
transmitting at least one bit per symbol interval. Although that algorithm performs reasonably
well, in this section we will present a loading algorithm that is tailored to the FMT system. We will
compare the performance of this algorithm with that of the algorithm used in Section 4 and that
of the conventional water-filling approach. For DMT systems it is well known [2] that water-filling
provides the optimal power loading. However, as we will see below, the existence of non-negligible
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ISI at the inputs to the detectors means that water-filling is not necessarily the the optimal loading
method in the FMT system.

The conventional power loading problem is to maximize the achievable bit rate subject to a
fixed transmit power, i.e.,

maximize
∑
i∈A

βi (16a)

subject to
∑
i∈A

Pi = Ptotal , (16b)

Pi ≥ 0 , i ∈ A, (16c)

where βi is given by (14) and A is the set of carrier indices used for communication. Recall that
SINRi in (14) is the signal to interference plus noise ratio at the input to the symbol detector
embedded in the decision feedback equalizer in the detector block for the ith subchannel. Our
numerical computations show that for the well-designed prototype filters (e.g., the optimum filters
found in Section 4) the ICI power is negligible compared to the other noise and interferences. We
emphasize that while the ICI is negligible, the ISI can be quite large and cannot be ignored. With
the assumption of negligible ICI, the SINRi can be expressed as

SINRi =
Pi|f̃ii[di]|2

Pi
∑

k<di
|f̃ii[k]|2 + PAWGNi + PNEXTi + PFEXTi

(17)

where f̃ii[n] is the sequence resulting from the convolution of fii[n] (which is described by (3) and
(4)) with the impulse response of the feed-forward filter of the MMSE decision feedback equalizer
for the ith subchannel, and di is the “cursor position” [18, p. 360] of the DFE. Note that we have
assumed that there is no error propagation in the DFE, and hence, that the ISI from the previously
detected symbols is eliminated. The terms PAWGNi , PNEXTi , and PFEXTi represent the power of
the AWGN, NEXT, and FEXT components of the received signal at the output of the feed-forward
filter of the DFE of the ith subchannel.

A key observation from (17) is that due to the non-negligible ISI term, both the numerator and
denominator of SINRi depend on Pi. Therefore, conventional water-filling [2] does not provide the
optimum power loading. In the subsections below we will develop a power loading algorithm that
explicitly incorporates the ISI. Our numerical results will show that the resulting algorithm can
provide significantly higher achievable bit rates than those obtained by ignoring the ISI term and
performing conventional water-filling.
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6.1 Power loading algorithm

For the sake of notational simplicity, we re-write (17) as

SINRi =
Piai

Pibi + ci
, (18)

where

ai = |f̃ii[di]|2 , (19a)

bi =
∑
k<di

|f̃ii[k]|2 , (19b)

ci = PAWGNi + PNEXTi + PFEXTi . (19c)

For a given set of feedforward filters in the DFEs, the terms ai, bi, and ci are constant, and hence
the numerator of SINRi is linear in Pi and the denominator is affine. Since log(·) is concave, the
objective function in (16a) is a sum of concave functions and is thus concave. Furthermore, the
constraints in (16b) and (16c) are linear. Therefore, for fixed ai, bi, and ci the problem in (16)
is convex in the allocated powers, Pis, and can be efficiently solved (using, e.g., interior point
methods) to find the optimum subchannel power allocation. Once the subchannel powers are found
and allocated to the FMT subchannels, the DFE coefficients have to be readjusted. When the DFE
coefficients change, ai, bi, and ci may change; c.f., (19). Thus, we propose the following iterative
algorithm for power loading in an FMT system:

1. Starting point: Distribute the total transmit power uniformly among all the available sub-
channels.

2. Calculate the DFE coefficients for each subchannel.

3. Compute the power distribution by efficiently solving (16).

4. Asses progress via the two-norm of the update to the vector of power allocations and return
to step 2 unless progress is negligible.

A flow diagram for this algorithm is provided in Fig. 5, where

a(k) = [a(k)
1 , a

(k)
3 , · · · , a

(k)
M−1] , (20a)

b(k) = [b(k)
1 , b

(k)
3 , · · · , b

(k)
M−1] , (20b)

c(k) = [c(k)
1 , c

(k)
3 , · · · , c

(k)
M−1] , (20c)

p(k) = [P (k)
1 , P

(k)
3 , · · · , P

(k)
M−1] , (20d)
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represent the vectors of the coefficients ai, bi, ci, and Pi at the kth iteration of the algorithm. An
important property of this iterative algorithm is that it is guaranteed to converge. That is,

Theorem 1. The algorithm of Fig. 5 converges.

Proof. The proof is available in Appendix B.

6.2 Numerical results for the loading algorithm

In this section we compare the performance of the following three loading schemes by computing
the achievable bit rate for the FMT system when each of these schemes is used as the power loading
method in the system. The three schemes are

1. The power loading algorithm proposed in Fig. 5;

2. Uniform distribution of the transmit power among the subchannels that are capable of car-
rying at least one bit information per symbol interval (this technique was used in Section 4);

3. Water-filling power loading in which the ISI component of the SINR is ignored.

Fig. 6 shows the achievable bit rates for the FMT system with each of the three loading schemes
for different cable lengths of the channel model used in Section 4. For this system, the MMSE-DFE
on each subchannel had 20 taps in the feedforward filter and 8 taps in the feedback filter. It can
be seen from the figure that the new loading scheme offers substantially larger achievable bit rates
than the other two schemes. The key factor in this rate gain is the appropriate treatment of ISI. To
demonstrate this fact, in Fig. 7 we provide the numerical results for the achievable bit rates in the
same environment as in Fig. 6 but with a stronger MMSE-DFE in each subchannel. This stronger
DFE had 15 feedback taps rather than the 8 taps in Fig. 6. This stronger DFE provides much
greater ISI suppression, and hence the difference between the achievable bit rates provided by the
three loading schemes are much smaller. However, the proposed algorithm continues to provide the
highest achievable bit rates. (Observe that the greater ISI suppression provided by the stronger
DFE results in each loading method achieving a higher bit rate than in Fig. 6.)

Figures 6 and 7 expose a trade-off between design and implementation complexity. If the
designer chooses a lower complexity receiver (i.e., fewer taps in the DFEs), then considerable
achievable rate gains can be obtained by using the power loading algorithm developed in this
section. On the other hand, if the designer chooses a higher complexity receiver, as we did in the
examples of Sections 4 and 5, then a simple power loading algorithm will suffice.
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7 Conclusion

We have addressed a number of aspects of the design of the filtered multitone communication
systems. A key contribution was the development of an efficient technique for the design of the
prototype filter. The design criteria were based on the measures of the intersubchannel interference
(ICI) and intersymbol interference (ISI) generated by the filter bank. These criteria compete with
each other and hence an effective design technique ought to enable efficient qualification of the
inherent trade-off between these criteria. We were able to achieve this goal by transforming the
direct formulation of the design problem into a convex optimization problem that can be efficiently
solved. The resulting trade-off curves quantify the basic intuition that obtaining the optimal
performance from an FMT system requires a compromise between ICI and ISI. Furthermore, they
enable a designer to efficiently determine the appropriate compromise for a given scenario. As we
demonstrated in our examples, the choice of an appropriate compromise between ICI and ISI offers
a significant increase in the achievable bit rate. Furthermore, the availability of an efficient method
for obtaining an optimal prototype filter enables quantification of other design trade-offs, such as
the appropriate number of subchannels in an FMT scheme.

A characteristic of the proposed design technique is that the formulation of the design problem
is independent of the detector. However, the appropriate operation point on the trade-off curve
between ISI and ICI is dependent on the choice of the detector. As part of our continuing work in
this area, we are developing efficiently solvable formulations of prototype design problems that will
enable the designer to tailor the prototype filter design to a potential class of detectors. We expect
these designs to offer a modest performance advantage over our current designs.

One of the outcomes of our prototype filter design technique is that the most effective prototype
filters generate considerable ISI at the subchannel outputs. As a result, the conventional water-
filling algorithm for the allocation of the transmission power to the subchannels is suboptimal.
Our final contribution was the development of a convergent iterative algorithm for power loading
in the FMT system. This algorithm provides higher achievable bit rates than both conventional
water-filling and a simpler loading algorithm that allocates power uniformly to those subchannels
that can reliably support at least one bit per subchannel use. The rate gains were shown to be
significant in scenarios in which implementation constraints significantly restrict the complexity of
the decision feedback equalizer in each subchannel.
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Appendix

A Derivation of the upper bound for the ICI power

In this appendix, we prove that the power of ICI can be bounded as in (8). Using (3), the Fourier
transform of fmi[n] can be written as

Fmi(ejω) =
1
N

N−1∑
k=0

Gmi(ej(ω−2kπ
N

)), (21)

where Gmi(ejω) is the Fourier transform of gmi[n]. Using (4) we have that

Gmi(ejω) = H(ej(ω−ωi))H∗(ej(ω−ωm))C(ejω). (22)

Applying the triangle inequality to the magnitude of (21) we have that

|Fmi(ejω)| ≤ 1
N

N−1∑
k=0

|Gmi(ej(ω−2kπ
N

))| (23)

and using the inequality |∑n
i=1 ai|2 ≤ n

∑n
i=1 |ai|2 in (23) we have that

|Fmi(ejω)|2 ≤ 1
N

N−1∑
k=0

|Gmi(ej(ω−2kπ
N

))|2. (24)

If we let Uc denote an upper bound on the magnitude of the channel spectrum, i.e., |C(ejω)| ≤ Uc,
then from (22) and (24) we conclude that

|Fmi(ejω)|2 ≤ U2
c

N

N−1∑
k=0

|H(ej(ω−2kπ
N

−ωi))H∗(ej(ω−2kπ
N

−ωm))|2. (25)

To calculate the bound for
∫ 2π
0 |Fmi(ejω)|2 dω, we define the new variable Ω = ω−2kπ

N , which in
combination with (25) allows us to write

∫ 2π

0
|Fmi(ejω)|2 dω ≤ U2

c

N−1∑
k=0

∫ 2π−2kπ
N

−2kπ
N

|H(ej(Ω−ωi))|2|H(ej(Ω−ωm))|2 dΩ. (26)

Combining the summation and the integral in (26) we obtain the bound

∫ 2π

0
|Fmi(ejω)|2 dω ≤ U2

c

∫ 2π

0
|H(ej(Ω−ωi))|2|H(ej(Ω−ωm))|2 dΩ. (27)
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If we define PI to be PI = maxi∈A{Pi}, then using (7) and (27) we have that

PICI ≤ U2
c PI

2π

∑
i∈A
i6=m

∫ 2π

0
|H(ej(Ω−ωi))|2|H(ej(Ω−ωm))|2 dΩ

≤ U2
c PI

2π

M∑
i=1
i6=m

∫ 2π

0
|H(ej(Ω−ωi))|2|H(ej(Ω−ωm))|2 dΩ. (28)

Recall that ωi = (i − 1)2π/M . Therefore, (28) can be simplified to

PICI ≤ U2
c PI

2π

M−1∑
`=1

∫ 2π

0
|H(ejω)|2|H(ej(ω−` 2π

M
))|2 dω. (29)

In order to simplify the remaining analysis, the spectral mask of the prototype filter is depicted
in Fig. 8. The integral in (29) can be calculated as the integral over the passband of H(ejω) plus
the integral over the stopband of H(ejω), i.e.,

M−1∑
`=1

∫ 2π

0
|H(ejω)|2|H(ej(ω−` 2π

M
))|2 dω = I1 + I2 , (30)

where

I1 =
M−1∑
`=1

∫ π
M

− π
M

|H(ejω)|2|H(ej(ω−` 2π
M

))|2 dω, (31)

and

I2 =
M−1∑
`=1

∫ 2π− π
M

π
M

|H(ejω)|2|H(ej(ω−` 2π
M

))|2 dω. (32)

In the passband of the prototype filter, the spectrum is bounded by Up. Therefore,

I1 ≤ U2
p

M−1∑
`=1

∫ π
M

− π
M

|H(ej(ω−` 2π
M

))|2 dω

= U2
p

M−1∑
`=1

∫ π−2π`
M

−π−2π`
M

|H(ejω)|2 dω

= U2
p

∫ − π
M

−2π+ π
M

|H(ejω)|2 dω

= 2π U2
p Esb, (33)

where Esb is the stopband energy of the prototype filter and is given by (9). On the other hand,
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the stopband magnitude of the prototype filter is bounded by Usb. Thus, from (32) we have that

I2 ≤ U2
sb

M−1∑
`=1

∫ 2π− π
M

π
M

|H(ej(ω−` 2π
M

))|2 dω

= U2
sb

M−1∑
`=1

∫ 2π−π+2π`
M

π−2π`
M

|H(ejω)|2 dω

= U2
sb

∫ 2π− 3π
M

−2π+ 3π
M

|H(ejω)|2 dω

≤ 2π U2
sb (Eh + Esb), (34)

where Eh is the energy of the prototype filter, Eh = 1
2π

∫ 2π
0 |H(ejω)|2 dω. The last inequality in

bounding I2 (in (34)) can be simply verified using Fig. 8.
Finally, using (29), (30), (33), and (34) we conclude that

PICI ≤ PIU
2
c (U2

p Esb + U2
sbEh + U2

sbEsb). (35)

B Proof of theorem 1

Refer to the flow diagram of the power loading algorithm given in Fig. 5. When the kth iteration
of the algorithm begins, the subchannel powers are given by the vector p(k). Once the MMSE-DFE
coefficients are adjusted for the given p(k), the achievable bit rate of the system can be calculated
as a function of a(k),b(k), c(k) and p(k) using (15). We denote this rate as R(a(k),b(k), c(k),p(k)).
In the next stage of the algorithm, for the given a(k),b(k), c(k) the optimization problem (16) is
solved which results in p(k+1). Obviously,

R(a(k),b(k), c(k),p(k+1)) ≥ R(a(k),b(k), c(k),p(k)). (36)

In the next iteration, the MMSE-DFE coefficients are calculated for the new power allocation vector
p(k+1), resulting in a(k+1),b(k+1), c(k+1). Since the adjustment of the MMSE-DFE coefficients for
the new power vector p(k+1) results in an improvement in the SINR of the subchannels, we obtain
an increase in the achievable bit rate. More precisely,

R(a(k+1),b(k+1), c(k+1),p(k+1)) ≥ R(a(k),b(k), c(k),p(k+1)). (37)

Equations (36) and (37) show that the achievable bit rate of the system increases monotonically.
On the other hand, we know that the achievable bit rate of the system is bounded above, say by
the capacity of the system. Thus, the algorithm converges.
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Figure 1: An M -channel filtered multitone (FMT) communication system. We will focus on systems
in which the detector incorporates a decision feedback equalizer (DFE).
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Figure 2: Trade-off curve for the normalized stopband energy against the normalized ISI factor
of the prototype filter for an FMT system with M = 32 subchannels, up/down sampling factor
N = 36, and a prototype filter of length 320.
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Figure 3: Achievable bit rate versus normalized ISI factor of the prototype filter for an FMT system
with M = 32 subchannels, up/down sampling factor N = 36, a prototype filter of length 320, a
sampling rate of 11 Msample/sec, and a cable length of 1 km.
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Figure 4: Achievable bit rate versus normalized ISI factor of the prototype filter for different cable
lengths. The FMT system has the characteristics of M = 32 subchannels, up/down sampling factor
N = 36, a prototype filter of length 320, and a sampling rate of 11 Msample/sec.

Table 1: Maximum achievable bit rate versus the number of subchannels for a cable length of
1600 meters.

M N Maximum achievable bit rate
Mbit/sec

8 9 2.07
16 18 4.89
32 36 10.33
64 72 8.96
128 144 3.68
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Figure 6: Achievable bit rate versus cable length for the three loading schemes. The FMT system
had the following characteristics: M = 32, N = 36, prototype filter of length L = 320, and a
sampling rate of 11 Msample/sec. DFE for the subchannels had 20 taps in the feedforward section
and 8 taps in the feedback section.
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Figure 7: Achievable bit rate versus cable length for the three loading schemes. The FMT system
had the following characteristics: M = 32, N = 36, prototype filter of length L = 320, and a
sampling rate of 11 Msample/sec. DFE for the subchannels had 20 taps in the feedforward section
and 15 taps in the feedback section.
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